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Introduction
In Muscat v Le, Finkelstein J said:

Fashion is a multi-billion dollar industry that has no national boundaries. The segment of the market that caters to the young is extremely lucrative. Fashion designers are creative people; they want their clothing to be distinctive and appealing.

The fashion industry is an important part of the domestic economy currently worth $12 billion, but also a revenue earner of increasing importance for Australian exports. Foreign Minister Julie Bishop, when discussing the importance of nurturing Australian fashion design talent on an international scale pointed out that, “… [a] flourishing fashion industry means economic growth not only in Australian but also throughout our region”.

The Australian fashion industry is too often overlooked as a real creative industry. The success of Australian designers such as Zimmermann and Sass & Bide proves that this is a significant misconception and undervalues fashion design as a generator of future intellectual capital (IC). Unlike the extractive industries, the IC in fashion design is an inexhaustible future resource. Intellectual Property (IP) protection of fashion design is therefore an important topic.

In this article we examine the basic structure of legal protection in the fashion industry. By its nature fashion is both creative and cyclical, which presents particular challenges for lawyers and policy makers. We find that although the design registration system is the most suitable for fashion design, factors of cost and delay detract from its practical utility.

Outline of IP protection for fashion design
We are concerned here with the design of garments, excluding for present purposes apparel, shoes, belts, bags and the like. Nonetheless we must at times extrapolate from rules and decisions concerning such items as there is a paucity of decisions about garments as such.

Designs registration is generally recognised as the protection regime best adapted to creative fashion. It is the one area of IP law that is intended to protect a product, in this case a garment, in its entirety. Although copyright in original underlying drawings or patterns could perform a similar function, the exclusion of copyright protection for the shape and configuration of a garment severely limits its practical importance.

Trade mark piracy is not what concerns us here, as we focus on elements such as patterns, shapes and fabric stitching of garments. However, the fact that it is possible to trade mark patterns such as the famous Burberry check; to trade mark colours such as the red Louboutin sole; or perhaps to trade mark the distinctive shape of a garment such as the uniquely Australian Driza-Bone oilskin coat — presents some opportunities to fashion designers to rely on trade mark registration in relation to visual aspects of their work. This topic is further examined below by reference to some recent cases.

Finally, the law of passing off (s 18 of the Australian Consumer Law) may be relevant where a competitor so closely imitates a garment that consumers conclude that it comes from the same source as the original.

Designs
The owner of the design (usually the fashion house employing the actual designer(s)) can file an application for registration pursuant to the Designs Act 2003 (Cth). In order for the product to be a registrable design it must be “new and distinctive when compared with the prior art base for the design as it existed before the priority date of the design”. It is not new if it is identical to a prior art design, and it is not distinctive if it is substantially similar in overall impression to such a design. The test of substantial similarity is based upon whether an informed user, giving more weight to similarities than differences, regards the design as being substantially similar in overall impression to such a design.

This test also applies when comparing a registered design and an allegedly infringing design. The factors to be taken into account are enumerated in s 19 of the Designs Act 2003 (Cth) and, importantly, include the scope for innovation and how crowded the prior art base is. The cyclical nature of fashion design means that the prior art base is usually very substantial and the scope for innovation relatively narrow. However, the method
of combination of elements — such as colour (combinations), texture, textile, cut and shape, decorative elements, patterns and so on — appears seemingly infinite.

Factors such as materials and feel of textiles are not protectable in themselves because they are expressly excluded by the Act.\(^1\)

Examples of the design registration regime in operation are found in two cases involving fashion label Review Pty Ltd. Review, having obtained design registration for a wrap-style dress, brought separate actions against Redberry Pty Ltd\(^2\) and New Cover Group Pty Ltd\(^3\) on the basis that both respondents’ designs were substantially similar to Review’s design. In each case, two key issues arose: whether the Review design was valid; and if so, whether it had been infringed.\(^4\)

The test for validity was “would an informed user (giving more weight to similarities than differences) consider the Review design substantially similar in overall impression to a design or designs [in the prior art]?”\(^5\) A wrap-dress by well-known American designer Diane von Fürstenberg was examined and the court found that while there were similarities there were differences which, “from the informed user’s perspective […] created a quite different overall impression to the Fürstenberg dress”.\(^6\) The court took into account the factors of s 19 of the Designs Act, in particular the requirement to give more weight to similarities than differences, but nonetheless found the Review dress to be new and distinctive because the skirt shape and pattern were different. The difference in overall shape as opposed to mere decorative elements was the deciding factor.

In terms of infringement, in the New Cover case the Review design was found to be infringed because, although the colour and pattern were different, the skirt of the dress was practically identical and therefore fell within the narrow confines of the registered design. The Redberry dress did not infringe the Review dress, as it bore a different shape of skirt and pattern.

Who is the “informed user”?\(^7\)

The concept of the “informed user” was a key issue in both the New Cover and Redberry cases and is central to the operation of s 19. The informed user was considered to be a user of ladies garments.\(^8\) More particularly, it would include a potential purchaser “either in retail sales (such as a buyer for a fashion store) or at the ultimate consumer level”\(^9\). A designer or manufacturer of ladies’ garments was not an informed user and an informed user was not an expert but “must be more than barely informed”.\(^10\) In this case, the wrap-over style of dress was found to be fairly common and gave limited freedom to innovate.

A more recent Australian case took a more flexible approach to the concept of the “informed user”. In Multisteps Pty Ltd v Source & Sell Pty Ltd,\(^11\) the court considered whether the informed user needed to actually use the items in question. Because the statutory definition of informed user is a “person who is familiar with the product to which the design relates”,\(^12\) the court held that, “the standard does not proceed on the requirement that the notional person be a user of the products in question”\(^13\).

The Review cases and Multisteps are therefore at odds on this significant question. The Review cases require the standard to be that of a user of the item, whereas Multisteps only requires the informed user to be someone familiar with the product, which could include an expert designer or manufacturer.

There have been no decisions concerning registered designs for fashion since the Review cases, which were handed down in 2008. Perhaps this indicates that the design system, despite its apparent suitability, is little used. The total number of design applications by Australian applicants has barely increased since 1986.\(^14\) Since the introduction of the Designs Act 2003 (Cth), there have been two reported design infringement cases.

Copyright

Copyright is relevant to fashion design in two main ways: copyright in an underlying drawing or dressmaking pattern (as in Muscat v Le)\(^15\) gives the copyright owner the exclusive right in the three-dimensional reproduction (the actual manufacture) of the two-dimensional artistic work. In some cases, the composition of writing on a garment may amount to an artistic work as for example in Elwood Clothing Pty Ltd v Cotton On Clothing Pty Ltd,\(^16\) where the court held that a particular visual combination of lettering and numbers on t-shirts was capable of being an artistic work. Where an artistic work is reproduced on the surface of a garment it does not constitute a corresponding design in terms of s 74 of the Copyright Act 1968 (Cth). Therefore even if the garment in question is “industrially applied” (that is, more than 50 articles have been produced) the copyright can still be relied on against a competitor who copies the design.

There is also the theoretical possibility that copyright vests in a bolt of fabric. This was at issue in Coogi Australia Pty Ltd v Hysport International Pty Ltd,\(^17\) where a unique bolt of knitted and worsted wool was held to be a work of artistic craftsmanship.

The Seafolly case: old wine in new bottles?

The most recent decision in this context is Seafolly Pty Ltd v Fewstone Pty Ltd.\(^18\) The case involved three swimwear designs, two of which featured painted roses...
and one featured elevated zigzag stitching. City Beach conceded to using Seafolly garments as inspiration. However, the evidence showed that City Beach asked for prints similar to Seafolly and at one stage a design was referred to as the “Seafolly knock off”. Ultimately the court found in favour of Seafolly on the basis that City Beach substantially copied the Seafolly designs.

It must be noted that the court’s reasoning appears deficient. The first step in the process of determining whether copyright infringement has occurred is to identify what exactly the copyright work is. “Artistic work” is defined by reference to an exhaustive list, including drawings and paintings. However, here the court simply referred to Seafolly’s “artworks” as having satisfied the legal definition of being an “original artistic work”. Perhaps, as her Honour stated, this was because, “it was not disputed that each of Seafolly’s English Rose, Covent Garden and Senorita artworks constituted an artistic work within the meaning of s 10(a) of the Copyright Act”. Her Honour reasoned that the Senorita “artwork” constituted an original artistic work because it was a “product of labour, skill and effort, together with a process of trial and error”. The court never considered whether the work was a drawing or some other work listed in the s 10 definition of artistic work.

The court also found that the adoption of Seafolly’s designs constituted copyright infringement. In arriving at this decision the court stated that “the first question is whether there has been copying, and then secondly whether the copying is substantial”. Evidence led of correspondence between designers asking for Seafolly-type designs in conjunction with their failure to change the designs after being warned, aided the court to decide that this was not inspiration but rather a substantial copying of Seafolly’s designs. This meant that the slight differences between the representations of each design were to be ignored. Given the cyclical nature of fashion, at the time Seafolly adopted its particular rose design for its swimwear it was considered innovative.

The overlap provisions

In the Seafolly case the issue of overlap between the copyright and designs regimes arose but was dismissed, because the reproduction of a two-dimensional artistic work on the surface of a garment in the form of a print escapes the operation of the overlap provisions.

When is embroidery and stitching an integral part of a garment?

The Senorita design gave rise to an analysis of whether the overlap provisions of the Copyright Act 1968 (Cth) operated to deny copyright protection. The design itself consisted of black fabric with a white elevated zigzag stitching sewn across the fabric. Seafolly argued that the stitching, being additional to the fabric, was intended to exist independently and therefore could not be said to be embodied in the fabric. The court, applying Polo/Lauren Co LP v Ziliani Holdings Pty Ltd, concluded that the embroidery in the Seafolly case was not an integral element of the garment and was thus afforded separate copyright protection. This seems a surprisingly copyright-friendly approach, since the elevated cross-stitching design seems quite a commonplace fashion feature, an issue touched upon but not discussed in any great detail.

Polo/Lauren involved the famous Ralph Lauren embroidered badge depicting a polo player. The court held that the badge was a label and therefore unable to be embodied in the garment itself. Therefore the effect of the Copyright Act overlap provisions was to allow copyright in the polo player badge (as a separate artistic work) to be enforced in theory. However, it could not be relied upon in fact because of the operation of s 44C of the Copyright Act which provides that copyright in an accessory to an imported article cannot be enforced. The reasoning in this case was, seemingly, adopted rather uncritically in Seafolly, although the prominent stitching could by no means be categorised as a label. In any event, whatever the merits of the reasoning in Seafolly may be, the effect of the decision is that copyright owners may have surprisingly wide scope to argue that a distinctive feature of a garment (for instance the pocket stitching on True Religion Brand Jeans) constitutes a copyright work in its own right.

Works of artistic craftsmanship

On a final note, an exception to the overlap provisions will apply if, pursuant to s 77(2)(a) of the Copyright Act, the owner of the fashion design can successfully argue that their design is a work of artistic craftsmanship. In Muscat v Le it was held that the flared pants in question were not a work of artistic craftsmanship. This decision represents the difficulties faced when pursuing this legal argument. Muscat v Le also exposed a weakness in the overlap provisions as they then stood. Although a plaintiff was precluded from arguing that the manufacture of garments as such constituted copyright infringement, drawings, patterns or other preparatory works produced by the alleged infringer could be argued to be infringing reproductions. The Copyright Act was subsequently amended to close this overlap loophole in relation to any reproductions made in the course of or incidental to the manufacturing process. What this now practically means is that the overlap provisions are fairly watertight. However, copyright remains available where the fashion element concerned is a pre-existing drawing, photograph or painting.
that has been applied to the surface of a garment. It also remains open to argue that the feature concerned is not integrated in the garment, so that the overlap provisions do not come into play at all.

Registered trade marks

Since the introduction of the Trade Marks Act 1995 (Cth), patterns, the shape of goods and colours can be registered as trade marks.

In reality, this will be difficult to achieve because such elements are not normally viewed as trade marks by consumers, but as decorative or functional features.

Nonetheless such trade marks do appear on the register. For instance, Burberry owns a trade mark registration for the famous tartan pattern in its particular colour combination and Hermes owns a registration for the H pattern for clothing. Likewise, colours as such can be registered, as was considered in detail in the BP decisions, and also in the Whiskas case. There have been no court decisions about colour trade marks in the fashion sphere, but Tiffany & Co has registered a blue colour as such for jewellery and apparel (but not clothes). Registration is only possible if elements such as colour or shape are viewed by consumers as a badge of origin, rather than performing a purely decorative function. Very few marks will meet this required standard.

In theory, the inclusion of the registered feature in a garment by a competitor could constitute trade mark infringement. However, if it appears as a decorative feature to consumers it may not amount to the “use of a mark as a mark” because it does not perform the function of a badge of origin.

One fashion brand that has successfully defended their non-traditional trade mark is Adidas, which alleged that footwear with 4-stripes on the side infringed their 3-stripe trade mark that was generally placed on the side of their shoes. The location of the stripes was held to be where other sportswear labels such as Nike and New Balance generally also place their badge, so that consumers would see stripes in that position as indicating the origin of the goods. In relation to the deceptive similarity element, Robertson J held that an average consumer could not perfectly remember the amount of stripes in the Adidas trade mark therefore deception could result. Although the Adidas mark also performs a decorative function, it was well established as a badge of origin through use as such. Where the imitation is then sufficiently proximate, for instance in positioning, size and configuration, trade mark infringement may be found.

[Photo: Adidas case, infringing shoe]

[Adidas case, non-infringing shoe]

In theory, where there is no registered mark in the shape or appearance of the garment, a designer could sue in passing (or s 18 of the Australian Consumer Law), arguing that the similarity between the garments would lead the average consumer into the erroneous conclusion that they come from the same source.

CONCLUSIONS

• Copyright protection is plagued by overlap issues and other complications.
• To protect a complete garment comprising its aspects of shape, colour and cut, the designs regime is the most appropriate option.
• The registered design option has issues of uncertainty, the most significant involving the “informed user” who, according to the latest case law, may be anybody from a user (consumer), to a sales assistant, to an expert designer.
• The cost of design registration for fashion is an issue, particularly for most of Australia’s up-and-coming design houses which are small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). Because the fashion innovation cycle is very short (usually six months) and because fashion houses usually produce whole collections consisting of many individual pieces, the overall cost of design registration quickly mounts up.
• One alternative that may be particularly suitable for fashion is the European unregistered design right (UDR) system, which applies only to cases of deliberate copying and is short term (3 years
maximum). The recent ACIP Options Paper recommends against this approach, citing uncertainty of ownership, the risk of undermining the registered design system, and the ability to lodge one application including multiple articles.\(^5\) However, at present there is no discount for multiple designs in one application\(^4\) and the up-front formalities check fee per item is $350.00 (no examination). If a collection concerns 30 items then this would amount to $10,500 — multiplied by four collections per year, equals $40,000 per year. This does not include any attorney fees. Faced with these sums it would seem that, to support the important, growing fashion design industry in Australia the introduction of a UDR system should be reconsidered.
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